In recent years, China has seen rapid growth of its optical telecommunication industry. Now China is the world’s biggest optical telecommunication market, boasting a comprehensive industry chain. Thanks to demands for data centers and 5G technology, optical components and modules are embracing business opportunities.

CIOE 2019 is a professional event that covers the whole opto-electronics industry, among which the optical communications expo includes optical telecommunications system equipment, optical fibers and cables, optical telecommunications components and data centers. It offers a one-stop service platform for system integrators, operators, and internet service providers to seek products, innovative technologies, and turnkey solutions.
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6-IN-1 MEGA EXPO

Optical Communications Expo
Laser Technology & Intelligent Manufacturing Expo
Photonic Innovation Pavilion
Precision Optics, Lens & Camera Module Expo
Infrared Applications Expo
Optoelectronic Sensor Expo
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110,000m² Exhibition Area
68,310 Visitors (Increase 19.11%)
1,831 Exhibitors
55 Technical Seminars

(*)The above are 2018 facts & figures)
Concurrent Conference

Get Involved with Chinese Professionals

· CIOE organizes Wechat Learning monthly, a webinar via Wechat platform to cover the hottest topics on Optical Telecommunications. Follow Wechat account to get more information shared by KOLs - **WeChat ID: CIO607**

Exhibit Profile:
Optical Telecommunications System Equipment, Optical Telecommunications Components (Passive & Active), Optical Cables & Fibers/ Optical Sensors, and Optical Measurement Equipment and Devices, Optical Component Production Equipment, Broadcasting Optical Transmission Equipment, ICT System Equipment, IDC, Data Center Infrastructure, etc.

Target Visitors:
System Integrators, Operators, Internet Service Providers, IDC, Internet, Financial Institutions, and companies relevant to Optical Components, Optical Modules, Optical Cables and Fibers, Materials and Accessories

Key Exhibitors:

**Contact:** Mr. Derek Deng  derek.deng@cioe.cn  86-755-88242571

**WWW.CIOE.CN/EN**
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